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Next Run 2226
Date:

30th Aug 2021

Hare: Arseholeo

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:

Mudguard

Co
Hare:

Fishy Affair?

Theme:

Run Beasley Park. South on Freeway, exit Farrington Rd. Lft on
Site: Farrington to end, lft into Karel Ave, Rgt into Beasley Rd.
Grub: Yes

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Bravefart & Boof
Upcumming Runs

Run
Date
Hares
Van Driver
2227 6 Sep
Baron
Mullaway
M
2228 13 Sep Shitscraper
Mullet
2229 20 Sep
Ampol
Nice Tits

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with
Contact the On Sec: Donka : hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2225 – Webber Reserve,
Willagee
Rads with Screwdriver
Preamble:

_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab

It was a cold but thankfully dry night tonight when 37 MOH
assembled at Webber Reserve for Rads run. It appears that Rads had
to set the run on his own as his Co-hare Screwdriver was called to a
work meeting. Fair enough and as we always used to say in Jakarta –
“the Hash doesn’t pay the bills”.
Rads gives the members information on the run from the crate. The
run is on chalk only and there is a walker’s trail splitting off from the
runner’s trail. Coops was called forward for 2 of 17 DD’s for achieving
1700 runs with the great Hamersley [I’m not sure when he got 1 of
17!].
The Run: Off we went and I ended up walking with the GM C-Man

who was well acquainted with the area as he lives relatively close by. Apparently, there were very few
laneways in the area, so the route of the run was somewhat limited and we did a not so long rectangular
route. Rads did introduce quite a few FT’s for the runners that allowed the walkers to keep in touch with them
for a fair part of the run. I recorded 4.35Km and Bravefart advised that it was 7.45Km for the runners.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
Coops is called forward for 4 of 17 DD’s. Don’t blame me for the counting I just write this rag! Shit Scraper
manages to disrupt proceedings by dropping his mug in the circle and gets a DD as punishment.
Coops then drinks 6/7/8 of 17 helped by his first and last Co-hares – Troppo and First Defence.
Visitors:
None tonight
Returniks:
None tonight
General Business:
Screwdriver steps into the circle in his role of Interhash Sec and complains that his bank account is empty with
so many overseas [Interhash in Trinidad and Tobago] and home soil events [Nash Hash in Adelaide] being
postponed or delayed. Nash Hash in Adelaide is now rescheduled for w/e of 25 March 2022 and Interhash is
now but a dream! There was some talk in the circle about a Poor Man’s Nash Hash in Cervantes but GM CMan counselled that we need to wait and see what Albany convict Hash will be doing as they have apparently
put their hand up for a WA event.
Precious then asked who present had not received their special Run 2222 singlet. No hands went up. Last call
was made for the second run of H4 Red Hoodies but it does not seem to be much interest in this.
Bravefart with his JM hat on advised that he had been informed by Nice Tits unmentionable Small Goods that
he is now back working on a fly in fly out job but on a 3/1 weekly work roster. Therefore, he needs someone
to take over setting his run scheduled for 25 October 2021. Molly Dooker puts his hand up quickly. He must
be in the running for H4 volunteer of the year. Good onya Molly Dooker.
Bravefart continues with a complaint about upcoming Hares namely, Arseholeo, Shit Scraper, Ampol and
Mullet not responding to his email about providing run directions for their upcoming runs.
It was noted that First Defence had failed to qualify for the upcoming Paralympics to represent Hamersley!
Charges:
Cookie as tonight’s Van driver charges Rads for failing to identify and mark where he was supposed to park it
tonight. This allowed some of us to witness Cookie’s reversing skills! He had asked Tagg and then Arseholeo
[seems like the self-proclaimed smartest man in Hash in not that smart after all!] but they had no idea.
Rads defence was that it was marked as the Disabled Bay and that is where Cookie parked! That brough
Captain Hook into the charge and it was DD’s to all.
Biggles then charges the 2 B’s [Bravefart and Boof] who although doing a good job as JM’s are failing to
deliver the beer tokens being paid for the Mugless to Hash Cash Baron. Apparently, this charge was reversed
as it was claimed that such beer token fines are not being applied anymore. DD to Biggles.
Kazi then faces the circle and charges Molly Dooker for wearing new shoes. He is not a lucky lad is our Kazi as
he ends up drinking from his own shoe with Molly Dooker drinking from the other one!
GM C-Man regales his walk tonight with HardCase and XYZ and Voodoo trailing behind and coming upon
Baron and Precious who claimed they were on the walking trail!. This then somehow became a charge on
Cookie for his famous brother living in Willagee and having a street named after him that was passed on the
run – DD to Cookie in recognition of his brother Bill Heyland the Wharfie!
WOW:
The Real RA Cookie steps onto the crate but before he could get WOW nominations going the Hash were
taken aback by his new pink shoes. Cookie reckoned that he was just demonstrating his inclusiveness of those

less fortunate – particularly Captain Hook and Molly Dooker and vertically challenged ELF! At the same time
Cookie is not too forgiving and promised that the wrath of the RA would descend upon the pleb that painted
his shoes pink. At this point Stir pops into the circle and asks for HardCase’s writing board but he is reluctant
to hand this over as he could see someone take it from Stir and launch it over the Van! He relents and unfolds
the board to show the outline of a shoe with pink overspray paint around it! The inference of course is that
HardCase is the phantom shoe painting culprit. Our Cookie is not taken in by such slander though [maybe he
is smarter than we think after all!]. Stir then entertains the circle with a very clever song about Cookie and
proves that our RA can take it as well as dishing it out! It was so good I’ve copied the words here to the tune
of She’s a Barbie Girl.
Barbie Cookie
He’s a Barbie Girl – In a Barbie World
Thinks that he’s fantastic – Teeth are made of plastic
Thinks that he’s a Hare – Bullshit everywhere
Come on Barbe – Let’s go Barbie
He’s a Barbie Girl – In a Barbie World
Thinks he’s full of wit – And that his shit don’t stink
Always throwing something – And is talk is numbing
Imagination – He’s his own creation
Come on Cookie – Don’t be Sooky
Happy all the time – Brought the Bus on time
Always acts the clown – now drink this bastard down
Down Down
Captain Hook then enters the circle with the WOW shirt in hand that he says was received by mail [not email!]
from Wimpy. Is Wimpy not coming back to the Hamersley? Maybe he is just establishing a new tradition of
passing on the WOW shirt to someone else!
RA Cookie reckons he has a WOW nomination and it involves corruption in the Club. As Van driver tonight he
received an email from Replicar asking if he would be taking any passengers tonight and if not this would
allow him to sell the spare front seat to Sir Kumsize. Replicar reckoned it was just a figure of speech and his
fellow Hash Splash Sheepthrills offers to defend him. While both Hash Splashes were in the circle Arseholeo
decides that he needs a beer and rather than going in the back of the Van tries to climb in over the serving
counter. Somehow he manages to secure a beer but on his way out loses his balance and knocks HardCase’s
beer mug full of beer all over his back! HardCase is not a happy camper and wants Arseholeo punished by
having him sit on the Ice. Instead, this gives Cookie the opportunity that he is looking for and he awards the
WOW shirt to Arseholeo. DD to him.
Coops is then brough in for 12 to 16 of 17 DD’s ably supported by one time Co-hares Baron, Replicar, Captain
Hook. Coops is the awarded his 1700 Run badge and DD by GM C-Man. Coops is lauded [another word for you
to look up on Google!] for his efforts as a good nay great Hamersley Club man. Reminisces were told by Stir
[tendon break in Phuket], C-Man [sharing a villa at Interhash in Fiji, Mullet recent trip in July to Cocos and
Christmas Islands. Of course, someone had to bring up the memory of his caravan redecorating at the
Palindrome run at Lake Leschenaultia.
Run Report:
GM C-Man calls forward Baron to do the Run Report. He starts by talking about round the Block following GM
C-Man and HardCase. He is then interrupted by Boof who baulks [Google is getting a beating!] at a walker
doing a Run Report. Biggles then steps forward and praises Rads for a well set run. Good nibbles and

hopefully some roast chicken [in fact it was bacon sandwiches with lots of bacon] Biggles award sit 8/10 +1 for
the roast chicken but -1 for Boof’s interruption.
A point of order here in that there is nothing wrong with a walker doing a Run Report. We are all one club of
Hamersley Hashers and forgiving of one another’s failings and foibles [I’m getting you going aren’t I?] As I
have told Boof a day will come when even he will no longer be able to run.
Ice:
Nobody tonight but Arseholeo should have sat on Ice for knocking stand in Scribe HardCase’s beer all over his
back!
Next Week’s Run:
Surprise, surprise it is the new WOW Arseholeo at Beasley Park, Leeming. Watch your back Arseholeo!
Next week’s Van driver:
According to the last H4 Rag it should be Mudguard says Cookie. Someone needs to contact Mudguard as it is
unlikely he will be available to drive the Van. Mother’s turn as Van driver was substituted by Molly Dooker
last week, but he is still on the list as Van driver but not next week he says as the run is in Leeming where he
lives.
Hash Lunch:
Tagg follows up from his email to all and in his “uniek” style [guess what language that is?] tells the assembled
members that next months Hash Lunch will be on Friday 3rd September @ 12.30pm. He hopes that you all like
Vietnamese and it will be at a Vietnamese restaurant [funny that!] around 450’ish William street in
Northbridge.
Hares Act
Rads and his late arriving Co-hare Screwdriver came up with a witty Little Johnny story centred on Meghan
and Harry that went down well and just finished it off with a couple of good oldies but goodies jokes. Good
effort lads. DD to both.
Song:
Coops the 1700th run achiever is given the honour of delivering the circle closing song H.A.M.E.R.S.L.E.Y
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C-Man / Donka 41/52
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International / Interstate

Local

Trinidad & Tobago 2022

West Coast Hash – 1000th Run

29 April – 1 May 2022

27th November 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021
5th November 2021
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

